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　　Abstract　　The result s and new know ledge obtained in recent years by using an atom force microscope (AFM)t o invest igate the

surface relieves and to reveal the latt ice deformation characteristi cs in martensiti c t ransformation(M T)are summarized.All-round analysis

and research abou t crystallography and morphology of MT have been done based on our “ displacement vector” theory.New view points

that the “ invariant-plane-st rain” cri terion have no universality and that the large rotation of habit-planes takes place in{557}lath and

{225}plate martensites are put forw ard.Thereby , the formation mode of{557}martensi te is established, w hich is in good agreement

w ith the experimental result s.Finally , according to the self-accommodation principle betw een variants crystallographic calculations of twin

and mult i-varian t martensites in shape memory alloys have been carried out.The calculation method great ly simplifies the crystallographic

calculat ion process of phenomenological theory.And the calculated results are in good agreement w ith experimental ones.

　　Keywords:　martensitic transformation , crystal lography , phenomenological theory , displacement vector , invariant-habit plane.

　　The crystallog raphic theory of martensitic t rans-
formation(MT)mainly investigates the t ransition of

crystal st ructure in phase t ransfo rmation.And to re-
veal the lat tice deformation of different types of

martensites during shearing process is the kernel part

of it.It is most able to clarify the objective law of

M T .So , the investigation of cry stallography in M T

has important theoretical values and is significant fo r

guiding practice.

Cohen and Hsu et al.have discussed and defined

the def inition of MT[ 1] :MT is a non-diffusion dis-
placement(homogeneous or inhomogeneous deforma-
tion)of the substitute atoms and therefore the surface

relieves are produced.It has the characteristics of the

phase t ransfo rmation of grade-1 , nucleation , and

g row ing up.The major peculiarities of martensitic

transformation are non-diffusion and shear coherency.
From these , larger deformation and surface relief ef-
fects are produced.And the surface relief ef fect is a

direct reflection of lat tice deformation in M T .The
observat ion and measurement on surface relieves of

martensites can reveal lattice defo rmation characteris-
tics and help to tho roughly analyze the transi tion pro-
cess of crystal structure in M T.Observations by an

atom force microscope (AFM)developed in recent

years can quantitatively analyze surface relieves accu-
rately (the accuracy in depth can reach 0.01nm).
Thereby , i t can further confi rm the latt ice deforma-
tion characteristics.Recent AFM investig at ion on

surface relieves of martensites have demonst rated that

the invariant-plane criterion and phenomenological

theo ry have neither universality no r accuracy[ 2 ～ 4] ,
and they are only applicable to fully tw inned or multi-
variant martensite with good self-accommodation.On
the basis of these , we have conducted a thorough

analysis and discuss here about some issues of crystal-
log raphy and morphology in M T .

1　Experimental process

Four kinds of experimental alloys , Fe-30Ni-
0.68C (fully twinned martensite {3 10 15}), Fe-
23Ni-0.55C (lenticular martensi te{259}), Fe-20Ni-
5M n (lathy martensi te), and Fe-8C r-1C (plate
martensite{225}), were melted in a vacuum arc fur-
nace(50 g ～ 70 g).All kinds of alloy s w ere diffusely

annealed at 1200 ℃ for 4 h , and were cut using a

thread cutting machine into samples of  10 mm ×
20 mm.Then these samples w ere austenitized at



1200 ℃for 1 h , and quenched in w ater at room tem-
perature to obtain austenite.After that , they were

further cut into  10 mm ×1 mm samples and carried

through deep cold in liquid nit rogen at different tem-
peratures to get martensite.The surface relieves were

observed and measured under an AFM (Nanoscope Ⅲ
a type).The observation and analy sis of microst ruc-
ture and the measurement of habit plane and orienta-
tion relationships w ere carried out by using a

HL30SME/Olympus metallograph microscope and a

TEKNAI200 TEM , respectively.

2　Analysis and discussion

2.1 　AFM measurement of martensitic surface re-
lieves

Fig.1.　Morphology of surface relief of fully tw inned martensite in

Fe-30Ni-0.68C(a)and its AFM measurement result s(b).Note:

the brightness and darkness in(a) represent the higher part and

low er part of a surface relief , respectively , and the arrow s in(b)
represent the highest and the low est poin ts of the surface relief re-

spectively.

From the surface-relief curve in Fig.1 , it can be

observed that the interface betw een austenite and

martensite (A/M)is very sharp , the surface-relief
curve in austenite is almost horizontal , and that of the

martensite is in the slope of surface-relief curve and

very straight.The above characteristics of surface-re-
lief are very different from those of “N” type surface-
relief described in li terature[ 1] indicating that there is

no plastic deformation in martensite.The crystallo-
graphic characterist ics of this kind of martensite can

be successfully forecast by WLR phenomenological

theo ry
[ 5]
.Apparently , there is a good self-accommo-

dation in fully tw inned martensi te , and this kind of

martensite possesses an average macro invariant habit

plane of {3 10 15}.Namely , during M T the habit

planes keep no rotation and basically no distortion.
Measurement results show that this kind of marten-
site has the largest surface relief ang le.

Fig.2.　AFM morphology of surface relieves in Fe-23Ni-0.55C
(lenticular martensi te{259})(a)and it s measu rement results(b).

The results of AFM measurement fo r surface-re-
lieves in Fe-23Ni-0.55C alloy (lenticular martensite

{259})are show n in Fig.2.The surface relieves of

this kind of martensi te are characterized by “N ”
type.But the interfaces between austenite and

martensite(A/M)are not sharp , surface relieves of

austenite tilt evidently , and surface-relief curves of

martensite are no t straight.These suggest that there

is a partial plastic deformation in martensitic and its

parent phases.I t is w ell know n that the sub-structure
of lenticular martensite is characterized by twin in the

core and by dislocation in the rim , and also there is a

good self-accommodation in this kind of martensite.
So it is basically consistent w ith the cri terion of in-
variant-plane-st rain theory , and the crystallog raphic

characteristics of this kind of martensi te can also be

fo recast by phenomenological theory[ 6] .However ,
the fo recasting results are not so exact as those of
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plate martensites{3 10 15}.The surface-relief angle
of martensite {259}measured by us is generally in a-
g reement wi th that calculated by using phenomeno-
logical theory of WLR

[ 2]
.

Referring to Ref.[ 7] , the errors between sur-
face-relief-angle measurements and real shearing an-
g les caused by a crossing not at a right ang le betw een

habit-plane and sample surface need to be co rrected.
The revised results are show n in Table 1.It can be

seen that the corrected shear angles are close to the

calculated ones by using WLR theo ry.Therefore , the
lat tice defo rmation of twin martensites {259} and

{3 10 15}is in accordance w ith the invariant-plane-
strain characteristic , and they can be analyzed and

forecast successfully by using phenomenological theo-
ry (PTMT).

Table 1.　Shearing angles measured by AFM and those forecast by

WLR theory in Fe-23Ni-0.55C alloy MT

Variants
Measured

anglesa)
Relief

angles

Revised

values

S hear angles

Measured

values

Forecast ing

values
Errors

(259) 2.50 4.989 5.416 10.405 12.982 2.575

(259) 12.00 5.717 3.878 9.595 12.982 3.387

(529) 145.00 4.989 5.339 10.328 12.982 2.654

(592) 94.00 4.957 5.339 10.296 12.982 2.686

　　a)betw een t race of variant(259)and t races of other variants.
Note:According to WLR theory , the tangent of shear angle i s tanθ

=
(η21-1)(1-η21η

2
2)

η21η2
, in w hich η1= 2am/ a f , η2=cm/ af.a f is a

latt ice constan t of austenite;am and cm are lat tice constants of marten-
site.S o , the shear angle calculated using WLR theory is θ=12.982°.

The morpholog y of lathy martensi te bundles in

Fe-20Ni-5M n is show n in Fig.3.It is characterized

by an irregular shape of “N” or “ tent” , but has a

smooth peak and tw o arcual sides.Therefore , the
characteristics of lathy martensite surface-relieves do

not accord with that of macro-invariant-plane st rain.
A smaller relief ang le and a low er height of lathy

martensite are observed when compared with those of

tw in martensites{3 10 15}f and{259}f , the peak of

i t is smooth , and tw o sides are not straight.From the

above observations we can deduce that a larger rota-
tion of habit plane has taken place during g row ing

process of lathy martensite , i.e.there is a suf ficient

accommodat ion in parent phase that does not meet the

invariant-plane-strain cri terion and cannot be analyzed

and fo recast using PTMT theory.

The relief morphology of plate martensite {225}
in Fe-8Cr-1C is show n in Fig.4.It is similar to that

Fig.3.　AFM morphology of surface-relieves of lathy martensi te

bundles in Fe-20Ni-5M n alloy (a)and it s measurement results(b).

of lathy martensite , i.e.it also has a smooth relief

peak , but one side of it is st raight and the other is ar-
cual.The relief angle and height are betw een twin

martensite{259}and lathy martensite{557}, and its

habit plane also rotates to some extent , i.e.a certain

extent plastic accommodat ion occurs in the parent

phase , but the ro tation angle of it is less than that of

lathy martensite.So it is also difficult to explain this

characteristic mo rphology by PTMT .Acco rding to

the above AFM results , it is considered that the phe-
nomenological theo ry of crystallog raphy and the def i-
nition and criterion of invariant-plane-st rain cannot

ref lect the general law s in M T .They are only v alid

fo r tw in martensi te wi th a good self-accommodat ion

and multi-variant one with spearhead or diamond

shapes.The rotation ang les of different habit-planes
calculated by our “ displacement vector” theory[ 8 ～ 10]

can be found in Table 2.

Table 2.　Analyses of the normal of the habit planes by using displace-

ment vector in Fe-based martensite

Habi t

planes

O riginal

vecto rs(V′)
Displacement

vecto rs(Di)
Relative

sizes(%)
Rota tion

angles

(575)f [ 3.24 6.60 8.48] f [ 1.76 0.32 1.48] f 23.3 13.45

(252)f [ 1.38 4.79 2.4] f [ 0.62 0.21 0.41] f 13.35 7.67

(10 3 15)f [ 10.81 2.35 16.62] f [ 0.81 0.65 1.62] f 9.62 2.76
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Fig.4.　AFM morphology of surface-relieves of a lathy martensite

{225}bundle in Fe-8Cr-1C alloy (a)and its measuremen t result s

(b).

　　It can be observed that the ro tation ang le of lath-
y martensite {557}is the largest , which interprets

that the suf ficient plast ic accommodation in parent

phase has taken place and the largest rotation of habit

plane has been produced; the ro tation angle of

martensite {3 10 15} is the smallest , and the dis-
placement vectors of two tw in variants are basically

opposite (viz.the rotation direction is opposi te)and

counteract each o ther , which interprets that a macro ,
average , and approximate invariant-habi t-plane is

produced;the ro tation angle of habit-plane of marten-
site {225}is in the middle of them (there is a partial

plastic accommodation in parent phase), and it does

not accord w ith the character and defini tion of non-
defo rmation and non-rotation habit-plane.So from a

scientific and universal meaning the lat tice deforma-
tion in M T is an invariant-line st rain.This is com-
pletely consistent w ith the measurement results of ori-
entation relationships , in w hich only one closely ar-
ranged direction in parent phase keeps unchanged and

parallel to that in martensite.If there are no good

self-accommodation effects among variants , it is im-
possible to form invariant-habit plane.Therefore , it
is dubitable to use invariant-plane strain to define M T

as previously done.

The relief angle measured in lathy martensite

{557} is much smaller than those in martensites

{3 10 15}and {225}(as show n in Table 3).This
confirms that a large rotation of the habit-plane in

martensite{557}occurred.According to the revision

method used to obtain measurement results of the re-
lief angles , the t races of the three kinds of lathy

martensites constitute an ideal t riangle(Fig.5), and
the relat ive leng ths of the three sides of i t are:a =
3.28 , b=3.27 , c=3.30;the three internal ang les

are 60.6°, 59.5°and 60.5°, respectively.The calcu-
lated free surface normal is:N=[ 3.52 7.91 3.51] f.
The angle between surface normal N and the major

shear direct ion [ 11 2] of the (5 7 5) variant is

101.11°, and therefo re , the revised surface relief an-
gle is 11.11°(101.11°-90°), much g reater than the

above-mentioned revised relief angles in martensite

(259)which is mainly caused by a non-perpendicular-
ity between the habit plane and sample surface.So it

can be considered that the surface relief angle of

martensite{557}is mainly caused by the rotation of

the habit plane , and it is close to the rotation ang le

(13.45°)calculated by us.

Fig.5.　The triangle made up of three martensi tes{557}on the

sample surface and i ts th ree in ternal angles.

Table 3.　AFM observation and quant itative analysis of {557} lathy

martensiti c surface-relieves

Morphology
Height

(nm)
Width

(nm)
Relief

angles

Relieves of some big lathes

in su rface-relief packets
(irregular N-shape)

9.72 567.57 0.98

13.89 324.32 2.45

14.26 733.33 1.11

Small su rface-relieves
in “ su rface-relief packets”

(t ent-shape)

12.08 66.41 10.31

8.76 62.50 7.98

6.99 62.50 6.38

14.26 91.50 8.85

9.58 96.32 5.68

6.10 77.06 4.52
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2.2　The formation mechanism of{557}habit plane

During M T in Fe-based alloys , the martensi tes

g row fast in tw o directions.The first is [ 10 1] f , and
the second is the normal di rection of basic plane

(shear plane)[ 111] f.Because of the sufficient ac-
commodation of parent phase during shearing process

i t w ould ro tate to G′(show n as in Fig .6).It can be

calculated by the following equation[ 11] :

G′=[ fcb] e[ bcf] b
u′
v′
w′ f

=[ fcb] e[ bcf] b
1

1

1 f

=
1.178
1.251
0.522 f

.

Fig.6.　S chematic of lathy martensite transformation.

　　In order to test the correctness of the model , we
used a t ransmission elect ron microscope (TEM), by
rotating its sample plat form , and made the habit

plane and sample surface vertical to each o ther , to get
the diff raction pattern so as to measure the orientat ion

relationships at the same time.With the above-men-
tioned method the habit plane and variants w ith the

orientation relationship w ere determined.The mi-
crostructure under the TEM and elect ronic diff ract ion

pat tern of Fe-20Ni-5M n are show n in Fig .7.From
it the habit plane and o rientation relationships can be

calculated respectively.The orientation relationships

are:(111)f∥(101)m , [ 10 1] f∥[ 11 1] m , which are

basically consistent w ith K-S orientation relation-
ships , i.e.the invariant-line is [ 10 1] f;the habit-
plane is:N =[ 5 7.55 5] .The calculated habit-plane

is:N′=G′
1

0

1

=[ 1.25 1.71 1.25] f.It is in good

ag reement w ith the experimental results , w ith only

deviation 0.8°.Especially , it is the same variant of

12 kinds(i t is dif ficult for phenomenological theo ry to

get), so the correctness of this model was tested by

both theory and experiment.It also indirectly proves

that a larger ro tation of the habi t plane occurs in lathy

martensite.

Fig.7.　The microst ructure of Fe-20Ni-5Mn alloy.(a)Bright f ield image;(b)electron dif fraction pattern;(c)denot ing.

3　Improving and simplifying of calculation
of phenomenological theory by using the self-
accommodation principle

3.1　Calculation of lat tice deformation

Now that the macro-invariant-habit planes of

tw inned martensite and multi-variant martensite are

produced by self-accommodation betw een variants ,

we assume that the calculat ion method of phenomeno-
logical theo ry will be g reat ly simplified and its physi-
cal meaning will be clear if the WLR method is ap-
plied and the displacement vecto rs deduced by us are

used to express lattice deformation.The total lat tice

disto rt ion matrix expressed by phenomenological the-
ory of WLR is:

E=(1- x)M1 + xM2

=(1- x) 1B1 +x 2B2. (1)
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　　There are three uncertain factors( 1 ,  2 , and
x) in the equation , so the calculation process is

rather tedious.If the lattice deformation is described

by displacement vecto rs , only one uncertain factor x

is lef t , and therefo re the calculation w ill be greatly

simplified.Now we take Fe-31Ni alloy as an exam-
ple.In this alloy , the lat tice parameters of parent and

martensite phases are:a f =0.3591 nm and am =
0.2875 nm , respectively. For a single variant

martensite it should be theoretically consistent with

K-S orientation relationships , which are supposed to

be(111)f∥(011)m and [ 1 01] f∥[ 1 1 1] m , i.e.its
first and second shearing directions of K-S are [ 2 11] f
and [ 1 01] f , respectively .Then , we obtain

D1 =
-0.2129 -0.0735 -0.1934
　0.0600 　0.1275 　0.0600
　0.1334 -0.0735 　0.1140

u

v

w f

.

(2)

The matrix in Eq.(2)is displacement matrix of

vectors , so the disto rt ion matrix of the variant is:
M1= I +DM1

=
0.7871 -0.0735 -0.1934
0.0600 　1.1275 　0.0600
0.1344 -0.0735 　1.1140

, (3)

where I is an identity matrix .

According to Ref.[ 12] , the st rain energy is the

lowest after self-accommodat ion of tw o twin variants

generated on the same shear plane.So the first and

second shearing directions of variant 2 are [ 2 11] A

and [ 10 1] A , respectively.According to the symme-

try principle , we take(10 1)as the symmetric plane

to make mirror symmetric operation on Eq.(3).
Then the matrix M 2 is obtained:

M 2 =
　1.1140 -0.0735 　0.1334
　0.0600 　1.1275 　0.0600
-0.1934 -0.0735 　0.7871

.(4)

Substituting Eqs.(3)and(4)into (1), the to-
tal defo rmation matrix by self-accommodation of

tw ins 1 and 2 can be calculated as follow s:

E=
0.7871+0.3268 x -0.0735 -0.1934+0.3268 x

0.0600 1.1275 0.0600
0.1334-0.3268 x -0.0735 1.1140-0.3268 x

.

(5)

3.2　Calculation of habit plane indexes

The matrix EE′is symmetrical.When a similar

transformation is conducted , the diagonal matrix with

the characteristic values of λ
2
1 , λ

2
2 and λ

2
3 can be ob-

tained.Acco rding to the WLR theory of M T , if there
is an invariant habit plane during the M T , one of the

values must be g reater than 1 , another equal to 1 and

the other less than 1.And the volume fraction x can

be convenient ly calculated by using M atlab 6.1 pro-
gram , which is 0.3857.And the indexes of habit

plane {1 1.3171 0.3101}f can be calculated , which

differs f rom the experimental ones by 1.76°or by

0.04°f rom the calculation results of WLR o r BM [ 6] .

3.3　Discussion on the orientation relationship

According to the precise measurements the orien-
tation relationships between twin martensite and par-
ent phases are G-T ones , i.e.the so-called “ irrational
index” relation[ 1 ,13] .We think that this is generated

by the lat tice distortion near the interface caused by

single crystal austenite matching wi th two twin vari-
ants with dif ferent orientations.Therefo re , this will

make orientation relationship dif fer f rom that of theo-
retic K-S in some degree.Now , we will discuss it us-
ing the lat tice deformation matrix deduced from dis-
placement vectors by us.

According to the Bain co rresponding relation-
ship , the closely arranged plane (111)f of parent

phase w ill t ransform to basal plane(011)m of marten-
site af ter latt ice deformation happens.Under the ac-
tion of total deformation matrix E , some variat ion

w ill also take place on(111)f plane.But i t surely par-
allels the basal plane(011)m.Referring to Ref.[ 5] ,

two straight lines , d 1=[ 01 1] f and d2 =[ 1 1 0] f ,
are taken from (111)f plane , then w e have the fol-
low ing expression:

Ed1 =[ 0.0061 1.0675 1.0615] =d′1 ,

Ed2 =[ 0.9866 -1.0675 , 0.0809] =d′2.

The plane determined by d′1 and d′2 is [ 1.04679
1.04678 1.04668] f.The crossing angle between

(111)f and(1.04679 1.04678 1.04668)f can be cal-
culated(the lat ter parallels(011)m), which is 0.26′.
It deviates f rom that of WLR by 15′, and 0.3°f rom
that of experiment[ 5] .

Now , we discuss the deviation of the orientat ion

relationship of cry stal direction , which is caused by

the lattice disto rt ion generated by self-accommodat ion

of two tw in variants near the phase interface.As

above-mentioned , for a single variant its orientat ion

relationships should accord w ith K-S relations.It is

well know n that the first shear di rections 〈112〉 will

rotate 5°16′(5.27°)after the second shear for the
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cubic martensite.Now , the matrixes M1 , M2 and E

are used to operate on the corresponding first shear

directions respectively , and the results are:

M1

2

1

1

=
1.8411
1.0675
0.7737

;　M2

1

1

2

=
0.7737
1.0675

1.8411
;

(6)

E
2

1

1

=
1.9671
1.0675
0.8997

;　E
1

1

2

=
0.9744
1.0675
2.0421

.(7)

From Eq.(6), it is know n that the f irst shear

directions [ 2 11] f and [ 11 2] f bo th rotate by 5.26°
respectively.These are consistent with K-S relations

and these also demonstrate clearly that fo r the single

v ariant the orientation relationships are consistent

w ith K-S ones.However , acco rding to Eq.(7), in
the case of total deformation matrix E , the rotated

ang le of [ 2 11] f and [ 11 2] f are 2.82°and 1.51°re-
spectively , which deviate f rom K-S relationship by

2.44°and 3.75°respectively.The average deviation

of the above tw o is 3.07°(the experiment result is

2.4°).The calculation resul ts interpret the principle

of the formation of G-T relations , i.e.the reason

why the G-T relations exist is that the latt ice distor-
tion around the phase interface has been caused by the

self-accommodation ef fect between twin variants.

4　Quantitative description of the lattice de-
formation in martensitic transformation

We have quanti tatively and thoroughly described

the lat tice deformation in Fe-based alloy by using the

concept of “st rain tenso r”[ 14] .Strain and shear in all

directions can be calculated:

eij =
　0.1220 -0.0740 　0.1344
　0.0604 　0.1356 　0.0604
-0.1948 -0.0740 -0.2072
(displacement gradient tenso r), (8)

Sij =
　0.1220 -0.0068 -0.0302
-0.0068 　0.1356 -0.0068
-0.0302 -0.0068 -0.2072
(pure strain tensor), (9)

Rij =
0 -0.0672 0.1646

0.0672 0 0.0672
-0.1646 -0.0672 0

　(rigid body ro tation tenso r). (10)

From Eq.(10)we can obtain a conclusion that

the rotat ion angle around Y axis is 9.35°, and is

3.84°around X and Z axes.

Diagonalizing the matrix in Eq.(9), the largest

no rmal st rain can be calculated:

D =
0.1358 0 0

0 0.1220 0

0 0 -0.2101
,

　　λ1　　　　λ2　　　　λ3

U =
　0.4083 -0.9083 　0.0910
-0.9127 -0.4081 　0.0214
-0.0177 　0.0918 　0.9956

,

where λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are pure st rain tensors , i.e.
directions of three largest no rmal strains , viz.there is

the largest dilation of 13.85%in λ1 , and the largest

shrinkage of 21.01% in λ2.A similar transformat ion

is conducted on the matrix in Eq.(9)many times

until the largest shear strain is calculated.The calcu-
lated results are as follow s:

Sij =
-0.0428 　0.1741 -0.0040
　0.1741 -0.0287 　0.0053
-0.0040 　0.0053 　0.1219

,

　　X′1　　　　X′2　　　　X′3

V =
0.2935 -0.6389 　0.7111
0.2010 -0.6860 -0.6993
0.9346 　0.3481 -0.0720

, (11)

where V is the terminal o rtho-transition matrix;X′1 ,

X′2 , and X′3 are new axes of st rain tensor SijMAX , i.

e.the direction of the largest shear strain is f rom X′2
to X′1 and the shear ang le is 9.88°.

4　Conclusions

(1)The criterion and defini tion of invariant-
plane as well as the crystallog raphic phenomenological

theo ry of M T are only applicable to fully tw inned or

mul ti-variant M T with good self-accommodation , and
the results obtained are macro , average , and approxi-
mate result.

(2)The result of a larger ro tation taking place in

Fe-based martensite , especially for {557} lathy

martensite is produced by fully plastic accommodat ion

of parent phase , i.e.the largest rotation of interface

takes place.Thereby , we have established the forma-
tion mode of {557}lathy martensite w hich is perfect

in combining theo ry and experiment.

(3)The “ displacement vector” theory put for-
ward by us not only can quantitatively describe the

lattice deformation in M T but also can be applied to

crystallog raphic calculation of tw inned martensites

and multi-variant martensites in shape memory al-
loys.The calculated results are in good ag reement
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w ith those calculated by phenomenological theory and

the released experimental one.Especially the calcula-
tion process is very simple.
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